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Forward
Like nearly every other child of my generation, I can remember the thrill of opening a new Paint By Number kit—the
excitement of anticipation for the finished product, the challenge of manipulating the pigment within such tiny areas, the
lovely smell and mess of the oil paint. Sadly, mine never quite turned out as nice as the pictures on the box (and many I
never finished); I was neither a patient nor painstaking child. But, nevertheless, painting a kit came with a sense of
accomplishment as the image grew, as well as an appreciation for the craft—oil painting is definitely not as easy as it looks!
I never did turn out to be a painter, but I certainly learned to love art. Later, in my career as an art advocate and educator, I
was delighted to meet Peggy Grant and become a colleague of hers. Through her, I also met Dan Robbins. I was thrilled—
real icons of American pop culture! But I have come to realize that their work in Paint By Number was so much more than
that. Paint By Number changed the very landscape of art in the 20th century.
I am not alone in that opinion. In October 2018, the artist proof of the Paint By Number canvas, The Last Supper (after da
Vinci), designed and painted by Peggy’s late husband Adam Grant and part of her personal Paint By Number collection
exhibited here, was accepted into the permanent collection of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History.
Created in 1964, The Last Supper canvas became the most purchased kit in the genre of numbered painting.
As my colleague, 20 North Gallery owner Eric Hillenbrand, stated to the press, “Ever since Peggy Grant served as a
consultant to the 2001 Smithsonian Paint By Number exhibit, she hoped that the artist proof of The Last Supper would find a
permanent home in their collection. The Craft Master Paint By Number brand has long been a “Toledo Treasure” in our local
history but we believe Peggy and Adam Grant’s work in Paint By Number had an even greater influence throughout the
world. Truly, they and their colleagues made an indelible impact on popular culture in our nation.” I couldn’t agree more.
I am honored to be Peggy Grant’s successor as art director at our gallery, something I never would have thought was in my
future when I was furiously painting away on those kits. So, Peggy and Dan, although I have to admit I didn’t become an
artist “the first time I tried,” you helped me to see the world of art in a whole new way. Thank you.
– Condessa Croninger, Art Director, 20 North Gallery
All designations of dates, designers, products and companies listed within were based upon resources available
and reflect my best efforts to provide accurate and appropriate credit. In the unfortunate event of any
misattributions, 20 North Gallery would welcome clarifications or corrections to the above. Subsequent editions of
this catalogue will incorporate any necessary updates.
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The Grant & Goodridge Paint By Number Collections
In November 2017, 20 North Gallery began exhibiting select pieces from the Paint By Number collections of
Peggy Grant and the late Ann Goodridge, as part of a celebration of Peggy Grant’s career in the arts, coinciding
with the sale of her fine art collection. The reminiscences and accolades resulting from that Paint By Number
showing have prompted this special exhibition of historic paintings, kits, sketches, archival material and artist
proofs from the private collection of former Paint By Number designer Peggy (Brennan) Grant, as well as
canvases collected by her dear friend, the late Ann Goodridge—an exhibit that explores the popular American
pastime that forever changed what it meant to be an “artist.”
This is not the first exhibition that has featured Grant’s Paint By Number collection, but the first that is available for
sale to the public. In 1999, the Bowling Green State University (Ohio) Popular Culture Archive mounted an exhibit
of several significant pieces that Peggy Grant donated to their collection: prototypes, numbered breakdowns and
finished paintings created by her or her late husband Adam. Then, in 2001, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of
American History (Washington, D.C.) presented the blockbuster exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting for Taste in
the 1950s. Many works now on display here were part of that year-long exhibition, along with much of the
personal collection of Paint By Number pioneer, Dan Robbins. Robbins
and Grant served as consultants to the Smithsonian exhibit, drawing upon
their long careers at Craft Master, founder of the Paint By Number brand.
Ann Goodridge (b. 1939 – d. 2016) was a prominent Toledo collector,
whose private fine art collection numbered several Adam Grant
masterwork canvases. After becoming a close friend of Peggy Grant,
Goodridge began to build an extensive collection of Paint By Number
canvases, in tribute to the Grants indelible rôle as two of the original
designers in this American popular culture phenomenon.
Goodridge's Paint By Number collection focuses on canvases that were
designed by Adam and Peggy Grant during their time at the Craft Master
company. Adam Grant specialized in landscapes, dancers, adaptations of
art masterpieces and nudes. Peggy Grant’s specialties were horses, dogs
and sporting scenes.
Regarding dating protocols for the collected material:

Ann Goodridge (standing) and
Peggy Grant, 2009

Edition dates provided for The Grant Paint By Number Collection also reflect the dates of completion, as
the Grants painted the first edition of each kit included therein. In The Goodridge Paint By Number
Collection, the canvases were completed by the original purchasers of the kits. No attempt has been
made to establish the identities of specific painters of the canvases, years of completion, nor years of
acquisition by Goodridge. For kits with multiple edition dates, if the completed canvases do not bear any
distinguishing features from subsequent editions (such as an increase or decrease in the number of
colors implemented), the dates assigned to the work are the earliest edition dates for those kits.
With the exception of a few archival items, all of the collected work is available for purchase.
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A Brief History of Paint By Number
The cultural phenomenon of Paint By Number began in 1950 at the Palmer Paint Company, owned by Max Klein,
in Detroit (Michigan). Free-lancing commercial artist Dan Robbins was given the task of devising a hobby kit that
would promote the sale of Klein’s paint products. Robbins based his concept on Leonardo da Vinci’s practice of
numbering sections of his canvases for apprentices to complete. After trial and error, Robbins’ painting kits
became arguably the most loved—and most vilified—hobby of the “new leisure class” of 1950s Americans.
As the business rapidly expanded, Robbins hired additional designers, including Adam Grant and Margaret
“Peggy” Brennan, whose artistic partnership soon evolved to marriage. Robbins became their good friend, as well
as the head of art direction and marketing for Palmer Paint and, later, the Craft Master company of Toledo (Ohio).
It is important to note that Palmer Paint was not the first company to
produce a numbered painting kit. In his book, Whatever Happened To
Paint By Numbers?, Dan Robbins relates his chagrin in discovering that a
U.S. patent for that concept was filed in 1923. But although Palmer Paint’s
Craft Master brand was not the original producer of the concept, they
were the originator of the industry, as well as the best—the most prolific,
influential, highest selling and longest lived company in the genre.
The company has experienced many permutations over the years, all of
which can be classed as representing the original Paint By Number brand
and have come to be colloquially referred to as “Craft Master.” From the
beginning, Craft Master was developed as a separate name for Palmer
Paint to distinguish the hobby aspect of the business from their more
Adam Grant at Palmer Paint, ca. 1951
industrial projects. Later, they launched the off-shoot, Palmer Pann (Pann
Photo from the Adam Grant Art Estate
Products, Paint-A-Number) as simplified, lower-cost versions of the kits.
In 1956, Palmer Paint sold Palmer Pann to the Donofrio family in Toledo, who had served as the packaging
manufacturers of the kits. The Donofrios then renamed the company Craft Master, headquartered in Toledo. In
1969, General Mills (Toledo, Ohio), seeking to enter the toy and hobby market with their “Fundimensions” line,
purchased Craft Master from the Donofrios. Eventually, General Mills divested from their non-food lines while the
Donofrios reentered the industry as Craft House in 1973, utilizing the original designs and printing plates still in
their possession. In 2006, Chartpak (Massachusetts & Hong Kong) purchased the Craft House brand and moved
the company’s production and headquarters away from Toledo. As of 2018, Chartpak is still selling Paint By
Number kits under the “legacy brand” of Craft House.
As the popular and commercial success of the Paint By Number kits grew in the early 1950s, numerous rival
companies emerged. Among these competitors were Craftint (Cleveland, Ohio), Art Award (Brooklyn, New York &
North Bergen, New Jersey), Testors (Rockford, Illinois) and Picture Craft (Decatur, Illinois), among many others.
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Of all of these, Craft Master remained the authoritative manufacturer of the genre, achieving iconic status. Their
trade name “Paint By Number” has become the definitive moniker of the industry, eclipsing the more accurate
terminology of “numbered painting kit,” much as “Kleenex” and “Photoshop” have defined the industries of their
own respective products. Through the variety, complexity and aesthetic quality of their compositions, their
competitive and accessible pricing, their success in marketing that provided the public a sense of meaningful
purpose to recreation, not to mention the sheer quantity of kits they made available, numbering in scores upon
scores of millions, Craft Master undeniably became the superlative brand.
The result of this has had vast, highly controversial and far reaching effects on American culture and even the
concept of the meaning of “Art.” At a time when only large cosmopolitan regions had art supply stores, Paint By
Number kits were sold at toy stores, department stores and drugstores, making the tools of fine art accessible to
the general population for the first time in American history. But, simultaneously, the Paint By Number craze was
criticized to the point of vilification for debasing the concept of fine art and oversimplifying the creative process for
the purpose of creating regimented facsimiles of original work. The controversy achieved greater notoriety in
California’s San Francisco Bay area, when a completed canvas of Dan Robbins’ design, Abstract No. 1, was
entered into an amateur art competition in 1952 and won third prize.
This incident is one of many that have made the inclusion of “no kit work” a standard caveat in prospectuses for
today’s juried art exhibitions. And, in a compelling display of relevance to American creative culture, “no kit work”
so often now refers not just to Paint By Number, but also to the use of adult coloring books, “wine & canvas” event
subjects and filter apps like Prisma®, which fascinatingly transforms the users’ own digital photos into images in
the style of such great artists as Monet, Van Gogh, Roy Lichtenstein and, someday perhaps, Paint By Number.
Also relevant to the Paint By Number narrative are the countless gallerists and collectors who navigate
reoccurring trends of “appropriation” in art…and Andy Warhol, that icon of iconic reproduction, who was a
dedicated fan and collector of Paint By Number canvases.
Peggy Grant is fond of recounting how, in her
travels throughout the U.S. and Europe, she often
found her husband’s 1964 design of The Last
Supper (after da Vinci) hanging in the homes of her
hosts. Truly, how many people would hang a
reproduction of a 15th century work of art in their
home, if not for the pride it provided in being
“painted” by them?
This, and the combined testament of generations of
patrons, has demonstrated that, by making the
process of painting more accessible to everyday folk, “Art,” itself, became more approachable and no longer the
sole province of the cultural elite. Paint By Number canvases have been proudly displayed in the homes of
millions of people who possessed a new-found appreciation for the creative process. Many fans attest that,
through the introduction of Paint By Number, they had the courage to later attempt their own original paintings, or
that they had developed a greater consciousness and appreciation for fine art—proud accomplishments for Mr.
Robbins and all of those who grew the Paint By Number brand.
Craft Master catalog, Toledo, 1969
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Dan Robbins
Often described as “the most exhibited artist in the world,” Dan Robbins was the original designer of the Paint By
Number concept that quickly became a cultural phenomenon in America—and made it possible ‘to make anyone
an “artist.”’ Even more than sixty-five years after first launching the brand, canvases of his design still proudly
hang on the walls of homes throughout the nation.
Employed by the Palmer Paint Company in Detroit (Michigan) as a freelance commercial artist, Robbins based his
concept on Leonardo da Vinci’s practice of numbering sections of his canvases for apprentices to complete. After
trial and error, Robbins’ painting kits became arguably the most beloved—and most vilified—hobby of the “new
leisure class” of 1950s Americans.
Upon the meteoric success of the brand, Robbins hired additional designers and moved into the position of head
of art direction and marketing for Palmer Paints and, later, the Craft Master company of Toledo (Ohio).
After two decades of designing and marketing paintings that promoted “the art of leisure,” Robbins moved to
Illinois to head his own Chicago-area advertising agency and became the definitive expert of the Paint By Number
genre, spending many years lecturing, researching and archiving Paint By Number history. He was a consultant to
the 2001 Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History exhibition, Paint By Number: Accounting for
Taste in the 1950s and is the author of What Ever Happened To Paint-By-Numbers? A humorous personal
account of what it took to make anyone an “artist” (available for sale through 20 North Gallery).
In 2011, to commemorate the 60th anniversary of Paint By Number,
Robbins collaborated with Palmer Paint Products and the non-profit
service organization Voices of September 11th to create a Paint By
Number kit, titled Gone But Not Forgotten, depicting the New York City
skyline with a silhouetted view of the Twin Towers (included in the
Peggy Grant Collection, page 21). This release marked the fulfillment
of a personal vow. The subject matter had been previously painted by
Robbins, with the skyline intact, as a frontispiece for the Smithsonian
exhibit catalogue in 2001, with plans to release a coordinating kit to be
sold through the Smithsonian. By the end of that year, this plan was
no longer possible and Robbins hoped that, someday, he would be
able to employ that design to honor the fallen. Now retired, Robbins
and his wife, a former Craft Master proofer, reside in Toledo (Ohio).
For a complete biography, as well as essays and personal sketches
celebrating the history of the Paint By Number phenomenon, please
visit the Dan Robbin Room of the virtual Paint By Number
Museum.
Dan Robbins with “Old Mill Stream”
Photo adapted from Dan Robbins, Whatever Happened To Paint By Numbers?,1997
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Adam Grant
Adam (Grochowski) Grant (b. 1924 – d. 1992) was a Polish survivor of the Holocaust, who used his artistic skills
to not only survive the notorious Nazi death camps Auschwitz and Mauthausen, but also to defy his captors by
preserving in hidden artwork the identities of fellow prisoners.
In 1950, shortly after arriving in the United States, Adam (Grochowski) Grant was hired by the Palmer Paint
Company in Detroit, Michigan, to become one of the first designers for Paint By Number, an art hobby kit created
by Dan Robbins. Adam Grant became one of their longest-tenured and most prolific designers, specializing in
figures and depictions of classic art masterpieces. His own unique fine art style of color-field contours perfectly
complemented the necessary conventions of Paint By Number designs. There, he met Peggy Brennan, another
early Palmer Paint hire, and the two designers’ artistic partnership quickly evolved to one of marriage.
The Paint By Number brand (later sold to the Craft Master company of Toledo, Ohio) was the subject of much
controversy in the art world—simultaneously reviled as oversimplification and regimentation of the creative
process and heralded as the opportunity for the average middleclass American to experience painting with oils,
opening new horizons and awareness of art.
Regardless of opinion, Adam’s work in Paint By Number was immensely popular with the American public. His
1964 depiction of The Last Supper (after da Vinci) remains the highest-selling numbered painting kit in the genre,
inspiring millions of hobbyists to try their hand at painting a masterpiece.
In addition to his employment at Craft Master, Adam Grant was a fine art painter of international reputation, whose
work may be found in the permanent collections of universities and museums throughout the United States and
Poland. For these reasons, Paint By Number canvases designed by Adam Grant are considered highly
collectable—fitting tribute to a man who literally lived for art.
For a complete biography, exhibition history and images of paintings comprising the Adam Grant Art Estate,
please visit the Adam Grant: Art for Life exhibit page and catalogues at 20northgallery.com.

Adam Grant in his studio, with painting,
“Two Models” that won Best of Show,
Ohio State Fair (Columbus), 1976
Collection of Peggy Grant
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Peggy Grant
Peggy Grant has had a life-long involvement in the arts: as a curator, art consultant, commercial artist, a fine
artist—and, for eighteen years, the art director of 20 North Gallery. A native of Baltimore (Maryland), Mrs. Grant
received her degree in Fine Art from the Maryland Institute of Art in 1952. She continued her studies at the
Schuler School of Art (Baltimore, Maryland), University of Fribourg in Switzerland, and later at the Society of Arts
and Crafts in Detroit (Michigan) and The Toledo Museum of Art, School of Design in Ohio.
In 1952 she answered an advertisement for the position of a commercial designer to work for Palmer Paint
Company, a firm in Detroit that would produce the world-renowned Paint By Number kits for the Craft Master
brand. It was at Craft Master that she met her future husband, Polish refugee and painter Adam (Grochowski)
Grant, whose life experiences as a Holocaust survivor and work as a fine artist would inspire her and her life’s
avocation as his curator and tireless supporter. The newly married Grants moved to Toledo when Craft Master
relocated in that community.
In addition to her career at Craft Master, Mrs. Grant served as a
commercial designer with several other corporations, illustrated a book
for children (Forty Fabulous Tales by Aesop, published 1982), as well as
continuing her own work as an independent portrait painter and a freelance artist in her studio. Mrs. Grant also served as art curator for the
Fortune 500 company Owens-Illinois Corporation and for Toledo
Hospital, forming for them what is now the ProMedica art collection. In
2016, her fine art painting, Artist and Son, was accepted into the
permanent collection of the Midwest Museum of American Art (Elkhart,
Indiana).
Peggy Grant became art director at 20 North Gallery in 1994 and has
curated over 100 exhibitions involving local, national and international
artists. In 2001, she served as a consultant to the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of American History exhibit Paint By Number: Accounting for
Taste in the 1950s.
In 2012, she was awarded by the Polish Government the Order of Merit
medal, bestowed upon her for her worldwide contributions to promoting
the legacy of her late husband and Polish culture through the arts.

Peggy
By Adam Grant
Oil on canvas; 1963; 36”H x 24”W
Collection of Peggy Grant

Retired from most of her art endeavors, Peggy Grant resides in Toledo and continues as Art Director Emerita for
20 North Gallery.
For a complete professional biography, and images of the fine art comprising the Peggy Grant Art Estate,
please visit the The Grant Collection exhibit page and catalogues at 20northgallery.com.
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Peggy Grant’s Paint By Number Collection
All measurements reflect canvas size, unless otherwise noted.

The Last Supper, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after Leonardo da Vinci; 1964;
Kit series: M-312A; 32”W x 15”H; 45 oil colors on canvas board
In 2001, this artist proof of Adam Grant’s 1964 Last Supper design was featured in the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of American History (NMAH) exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting for Taste in the 1950s. In 2018, the
canvas was accepted by NMAH as part of their permanent collection, added to the Cultural and Community Life
Collection at the museum as an example of one of the most popular mid-twentieth century hobbies. As the world’s
most popular and most purchased Paint By Number canvas in the history of the numbered painting genre, Grant’s
design achieved iconic status, with millions and millions of copies sold.
Adam Grant’s first Last Supper Paint By Number design was created in 1951, as a far more simplistic rendition
utilizing only 35 colors. The Beta version of that design was reproduced in 45 oils when Palmer Paint, owner of
the Craft House brand, made the switch to producing the more convenient canvas board kits in 1954.
A completed painting from that series is represented in the Ann Goodridge Paint By Number Collection, shown on
page 23 of this catalogue.
Although a popular subject with good sales for the company (inspiring similar designs created by rival numbered
painting kit companies), Craft Master’s Alpha and Beta versions of The Last Supper were of great dissatisfaction
to Adam Grant, who saw them as being too simplified and highly colored to adequately portray such a complex
and meaningful masterwork of Renaissance art. Grant eagerly revisited the design in 1964, creating the Omega
version shown above.
And the rest is history…
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Pinkie, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for Craft Master,
after Sir Thomas Lawrence; 1962;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-3, 4, 31, 41: # MP-3, 13003;
18”W x 28”H; 50 oil colors on canvas board

Blue Boy, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for Craft Master,
after Thomas Gainsborough; 1962;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-3, 4, 31, 41: # MP-4, 13004;
18”W x 28”H; 50 oil colors on canvas board

This artist proof was displayed in the 2001
Smithsonian exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting for
Taste in the 1950s.

This artist proof was displayed in the 2001
Smithsonian exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting for
Taste in the 1950s.
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Blue Boy Kit Box:
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for Craft Master,
after Thomas Gainsborough; 1962;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-3, 4, 31, 41: # MP-4, 13004;
18”W x 28”H; 50 oil colors on canvas board

Partially painted panel for display

Box lid

Box interior
Contains 50 oil colors, 2 bottles of brush
cleaner; 3 brushes and illustrated instruction
sheet (not shown)
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A Young Girl Reading, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for Craft
Master, after Jean Honoré Fragonard; 1976;
Kit series: Classic Masterpiece 13101-3: #13103;
18”W x 24”H; 48 oil colors on canvas board
This artist proof was displayed in the 2001
Smithsonian exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting
for Taste in the 1950s.

The Mill at Charenton, Kit box: Box lid, Back of box
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after Francois Boucher; 1976;
Kit series: Classic Masterpiece 131013: #13101; 24”W x 18”H; 48 oil colors on canvas board
This kit box was displayed in the 2001 Smithsonian exhibit, Paint By Number: Accounting for Taste in the 1950s.
The image of the kit box back also shows the laminate display case created to house the kit. The case was
suspended from the ceiling, enabling the viewer to see both sides of the kit box. The back of the box includes an
image of designer and international fine art painter Adam Grant, along with a message from him inviting the
purchaser of the kit to “See through the eyes of an artist.”
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The Mill at Charenton, Kit box
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after
Francois Boucher; 1978;
Kit series: Gallery 6 19001-6: #19001; 24”W x 18”H;
42 oil colors on canvas board; unopened, in plastic
shrink wrap

The American Spirit: not part of The Grant & Goodridge
Collections (Image credit below)

Fly Proudly, Kit box
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1975;
Kit series: Velvet Treasures: #14407; 12”W x 16”H;
oil colors on velvet canvas board; unopened, in plastic shrink wrap
In 1975, Craft Master released the Velvet Treasures series to capitalize on the growing popular culture craze of
artist-created paintings on velvet. The six paintings of the series were mostly reworked images of previous Craft
Master designs. Fly Proudly is reminiscent of Adam Grant’s 1973 design, The American Spirit, shown inset above,
center (image adapted from the Paint By Number Museum collection archive, catalog # 27EE). This series was
not a great commercial success and, apparently, was never rereleased.
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Man in Armor Kit Box:
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master,
after Rembrandt van Rijn; 1964;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-1, 2, 11, 21: # MP-11;
16”W x 20”H; 40 oil colors on canvas board

Box lid

Box interior
Contains 40 oil colors and 3 brushes

Unpainted canvas board
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Four Seasons Kit Box:
Designed by Peggy (?) Grant
for Craft Master; 1964;
Kit series: Four Seasons:
# FS-35;
(4 panels) 10”W x 18”H;
35 oil colors on canvas board

Box lid
Box interior
Contains 35 oil colors and 3
brushes
Four Seasons
35 oil color bubble packs:
Later edition of oil capsule
technology, date unknown

Unpainted canvas board panels

Spring Song

Summer

Autumn’s Triumph

Winter

Completed paintings of Spring Song and Summer are represented in the Ann Goodridge Paint By Number
Collection, shown on page 32 of this catalogue.
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The Birches, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series: New Artist 40 NA441-52: #NA442;
(1 panel) 24”W x 18”H,
(2 panels) 8”W x 10”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board

Many Paint By Number kits contained multiple canvas boards,
frequently a single large painting and smaller accent paintings to
complement the main composition.
The Palmer Paint Company issued a trade catalogue that not only
advertised the range of kits offered, but also gave tips for
“decorative ways to hang pictures” that created balanced “picture
groupings,” to avoid static and “awkward” displays.
— Paint a beautiful picture the first time you try with Craft Master, Detroit, 1954

The Birches, Concept proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; dated up to 1960;
24”W x 18”H; 18 oil colors on paper, pasted
to chip board
This proof represents a mid-point in the
design process. A fore-runner of the finished
composition above, close inspection reveals
subtle differences, as well as a much smaller
palette of colors, resulting in a simpler
design.
A few errors in the painting can be seen,
particularly in the shadows of the topmost
branches. This indicates that the inking and
numbering of the planned color segments did
not match the initial painting, demonstrating
a need to retool the design.
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Murmuring Pines, Artist proof
Designed and painted by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series: New Artist 40 NA441-52: #NA449;
24”W x 18”H; 40 oil colors on canvas board

Like The Birches, this painting was also
boxed in a kit with 2 coordinating panels,
8”W x 10”H.

Lazy Afternoon / Vacation Days / Lazy Days, Artist proofs
Designed and painted by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1963;
Kit series: New Artist 18 Wood Palette NA1841-52: #NA-1852;
(2 panels) 10”W x 14”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board
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Front

Back

Concept sketches: Study for Paint By Number Day Lilies; Verso: oil study for Model and Mask
Designed and painted by Adam Grant; dated up to 1980;
11.75”W x 16”H; oil on artist board
Discovered in Adam Grant’s fine art portfolio, these concept sketches (on reverse sides of the same piece of
artist board) illustrate the nature and contrast of his vocational and avocational painting. The Day Lilies study
includes penciled notes in the top and right margins, detailing the size and color planning for the finished design.
The finished work (not part of The Grant & Goodridge Collections):

Day Lilies
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1980;
Kit series: Flowers 27001-4: #21663;
10”W x 18”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board
Image adapted from the Paint By Number
Museum collection archive, catalog # 10HHH2
Model and Mask
Adam Grant; 1984; fine art painting,
oil on canvas; 33”W x 40”H
18

Tree Study in Maine
Paint By Number detail study; by Adam Grant;
date unknown;
13”W x 20”H, sheet size; oil pastel on paper

Black Dragon Lilies
Study for Paint By Number, never produced; by Adam
Grant; date unknown; 14”W x 16”H, sheet size;
oil pastel on paper

White Poinsettia and Candle
Study for Paint By Number, never produced;
Designed and painted by Adam Grant; date unknown;
5.5”W x 8.25”H; 6 oil colors on artist board
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The finished work (not part of The Grant & Goodridge Collections):

Study for Chestnut Mare
Paint By Number preliminary sketch
Peggy Grant; ca. 1955;
10”W x 14”H, sheet size;
graphite on paper

Chestnut Mare
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1955;
Kit series: New Artist 12 YellowBlackOld NA101-12: #NA-102;
(1, of 2 panels) 16”W x 12”H; 12 oil colors on canvas board
Image adapted from the Paint By Number Museum collection archive,
catalog # 14JJ2

Craft Master Display Stand:
Create your own oil paintings the first time you try
Designed by Adam Grant & Peggy Brennan (Grant)
for Palmer Paint; ca. 1953 (paintings depicted are the
Suburb de Paris 3-painting kit, designed by Adam Grant, 1953);
12.5"W x 24.5"H ; Color printing on chip board
This piece was displayed in the 2001 Smithsonian exhibit, Paint By
Number: Accounting for Taste in the 1950s.
20

The original work (not part of The Grant &
Goodridge Collections):

Abstract No.1: Limited edition giclee
Designed and commissioned by Dan Robbins, to commemorate
the first Paint By Number design; 2008;
24"W x 18"H; digital print on canvas; signed by artist
Abstract No. 1 was the prototype Dan Robbins created to
demonstrate to Max Klein, owner of Palmer Paint Company, the
concept of Paint By Number kits.
Produced as a kit in the first years of the brand, it was never a
high selling subject, abstract work being deemed as too avant
garde for the “average American” consumer in the 1950s.

Gone But Not Forgotten
Serigraph of commemorative Paint By
Number design, #5 of edition of 100, signed;
Dan Robbins; 2011;
13.5”W x 9.25”H, sheet size

Abstract No.1
Designed by Dan Robbins; 1951;
Kit series: Craft Master 3 Picture: #CM-04:
(1, of 3 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
27 oil colors on canvas
Image adapted from the Paint By Number
Museum collection archive, catalog # 5B
The painting—and genre—earned a
degree of notoriety when a completed
canvas was entered into a 1952
contemporary art competition and won.

Gone But Not Forgotten Kit Box:
Designed by Dan Robbins for Palmer Paint Products; 2011;
11.5”W x 15”H, canvas board; unopened in plastic shrink wrap
Commemorating the 60th anniversary of Paint By Number, this
kit was created as a fundraiser for Voices of September 11th.
21

Peggy Grant’s Collection:
Other Brands
Craftint: Cleveland, Ohio

Summer
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #L-1;
(3 panels) 16”W x 12”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board

Autumn
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #L-3;
(3 panels) 16”W x 12”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board

Understandably, as a past designer for Craft Master,
Peggy Grant’s collection of numbered paintings
consisted almost entirely of Paint By Number canvases
from that brand and, most specifically, ones that she or
her late husband, Adam Grant, designed and painted.
However, she did acquire this set of Craftint still life
numbered painting canvases, for purposes of
comparison to the style at Craft Master, for lectures she
gave about the Paint By Number history.
Noticeable differences between the products of the two
companies include the more highly colored palette used
by Craftint, as well as their less detailed designs.
Anecdotally, their simplified compositions appealed
more to beginning painters, while Craft Master strove to
attract a wider range of buyers with their themed
beginners’ kits, and more complex canvases for
accomplished hobbyists. Craft Master designers also
had the advantage of a palette of 300 colors from which
they could choose, adding subtlety to the compositions.

Brown-Eyed Susans
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #L-2;
(3 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board
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Ann Goodridge’s Paint By Number Collection
All measurements reflect canvas size, unless otherwise noted. Many canvases are still within their
original frames provided by the designing companies.

Adam Grant Designs

The Last Supper (Beta version)
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after Leonardo da Vinci; between 1954 - 1964; Kit series: Leonardo da
Vinci’s Last Supper M-312 32x15: #M-312 New; 32”W x 15”H; 45 oil colors on canvas board

The Last Supper (“post-Omega” version)
Designed by Adam Grant, after Leonardo da Vinci; released by Craft House,1988; Kit series: The Last Supper
1988, 1993, 1999 (14x28): #11800; 28”W x 14”H; 42 oil colors on canvas board
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Pinkie
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after Sir Thomas
Lawrence; 1962;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-3, 4, 31, 41: #MP-3, 13003;
18”W x 28”H; 50 oil colors on canvas board

Blue Boy
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after
Thomas Gainsborough; 1962;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-3, 4, 31, 41: #MP-4,
13004; 18”W x 28”H; 50 oil colors on canvas board

Age of Innocence
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master, after
Sir Joshua Reynolds; 1964;
Kit series: Masterpiece MP-1, 2, 11, 21:
#MP-1; 16”W x 20”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board
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Artist’s Poses
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series: New Artist 20 Wood Palette NA2401-12: #NA-2409;
(2 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 24 oil colors on canvas board

Studies for Artist’s Poses
Paint By Number preliminary sketches;
Adam Grant; ca. 1960;
(2 drawings) 12”W x 16”H, image size; graphite
on paper

Adam Grant’s fine art painting predominately features the
female form, particularly as a symbol of life and renewed
hope following World War II. (See Adam Grant: Figure
Master). These highly popular Paint By Number nude
paintings and their corresponding preliminary sketches
shown here on pages 25 & 26 are far more
commercialized—as well as idealized and sensual—than
his exhibited artwork, marking a fascinating dichotomy
within his oeuvre.
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Study for Woodland Bather
Paint By Number preliminary sketch;
Adam Grant; ca. 1955;
12”W x 16”H, image size; graphite on paper

Study for Sunbather
Paint By Number preliminary sketch;
Adam Grant; ca. 1955;
12”W x 16”H, image size; graphite on paper

The finished work (not part of The Grant & Goodridge
Collections):

The finished work (not part of The Grant & Goodridge
Collections):

Woodland Bather
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1955;
Kit series: New Artist 12 YellowBlackOld NA101-12:
#NA-109;
(2 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 12 oil colors on canvas board
Image adapted from the Paint By Number Museum
collection archive, catalog # 25DDD2

Sunbather
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1955;
Kit series: New Artist 12 YellowBlackOld NA101-12:
#NA-101;
(2 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 12 oil colors on canvas board
Image adapted from the Paint By Number Museum
collection archive, catalog # 25DDD
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Mountain Waters
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series:
New Artist 40 NA441-52:
#NA-444;
(1, of 3 panels) 24”W x 18”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board

View of Holland
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1965;
Kit series: Gallery 444-52:
#GS-444; 18”W x 24”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board
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Quiet Waters
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1958;
Kit series:
New Artist 30 Wood Palette NA3051-62:
#NA-3055;
(2 panels) 20”W x 16”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board

Peaceful Shadows
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1958;
Kit series:
New Artist 30 Wood Palette NA3051-62:
#NA-3055;
(2 panels) 20”W x 16”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board
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Old Sadface
Designed by Adam Grant for Craft Master; 1958;
Kit series:
New Artist 24 Wood Palette NA2401-12:
#NA-2403
(2 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 24 oil colors on canvas
board
Little Spooners
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1974;
Kit series:
Norman Rockwell 14601-3 16x20:
#14601;
16”W x 20”H;
42 oil colors on canvas board
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Ballet
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series:
Pann Junior RPO7-12:
#RPO-10;
(1, of 2 panels) 6”W x 8”H;
6 oil colors on canvas board
Ballet Duet
Designed by Adam Grant for
Palmer Paint; 1954;
Kit series: Deluxe 601-12:
#DP203;
(1, of 3 panels) 20”W x 16”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board

Parisian Coquettes
Designed by Adam Grant for
Craft Master; date unknown;
Kit series: New Artist 10 NA51-62:
#NA-60;
(1, of 2 panels) 10”W x 14”H;
10 oil colors on canvas board

Peggy Grant Designs

Thoroughbred Family
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1958;
Kit series: New Artist 24 Wood Palette NA2441-52: #NA-2442;
(2 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
24 oil colors on canvas board
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Running Wild
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft
Master; 1969;
Kit series: Gallery V 12421-32:
#12432;
24”W x 18”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board

Spaniel And Setter
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1954;
Kit series: 123 Oil (1954) K21-32: #K-25;
(2 panels) 8”W x 10”H;
12 oil colors on canvas board

The Sprinters
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1969;
Kit series: Gallery III GS2451-62: #GS-2454;
(2 panels) 16”W x 12”H; 22 oil colors on canvas board

Young Champs
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; 1966;
Kit series: New Artist 18 Red NA1801-12: #NA-1809;
(2 panels) 10”W x 14”H; 18 oil colors on canvas board
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Spring Song (left)
Summer (right)
Designed by Peggy (?) Grant for Craft
Master; 1964;
Kit series: Four Seasons: # FS-35; (2, of 4
panels) 10”W x 18”H; 35 oil colors on
canvas board

As the Grants personally archived only sets
designed by them, the Four Seasons series
is definitely attributed to them. The style is
more reminiscent of Peggy Grant, as well as
with her area of subject matter specialty.
Therefore, this attribution to her, specifically,
is highly likely but not confirmed.
The Four Seasons kit box is represented in the Peggy Grant Paint By Number Collection, shown on page 15 of
this catalogue.
Covered Bridge, Printing plate
Designed by Peggy Grant for Craft Master; after 1955;
copper plate on wood block, numbered: NA112A;
From kit series: New Artist 18 Wood Palette NA1841-52:
#NA1842; (2 panels) 16”W x 12H”; for 18 oil colors on
canvas board
(Lent by a private collector, not part of The Grant &
Goodridge Collections)

Old Fish Pond
Designed by Peggy Grant (?) for Craft Master; 1969;
Kit series: Gallery IV 3051-62: #GS-3053; (1, of 3
panels) 16”W x 20”H; 30 oil colors on canvas board
Again, this attribution of Old Fish Pond to Peggy Grant is highly likely, but not confirmed (see Lazy Days, etc. on
page 17). Ann Goodridge acquired the piece ca. 2010 and Mrs. Grant tentatively identified the work as her
design, but indicated that, after such a passage of years, she could not be certain.
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Dan Robbins Designs
Hush of Winter
Designed by Dan Robbins for Craft
Master; 1966;
Kit series: Brush Stroke BRS301-6:
#BRS303; 20”W x 16H”;
30 oil colors on textured canvas board

The Craft Master catalogue sold the
Brush Stroke Series with the following
text, “Each painting panel is
individually embossed with its own
brush stroke texture…for the ultimate
look of professional quality.”
— Brush Stroke BRS-321-6; 301-6; Craft
Master; Toledo; 1966

Covered Bridge
Mill
Designed by Dan Robbins for Craft Master; 1976;
Kit series: New Artist 18 Wood Palette NA1841-52: #NA1842; (2 panels) 14”W x 10H”;
18 oil colors on canvas board
This kit demonstrates the appeal of Americana-themed subjects for Paint By Number hobbyists. Although
designed by Dan Robbins, the covered bridge depicted here is highly reminiscent of the one designed by Peggy
Grant (seen in the printing plate shown on the preceding page), whereas the mill is similar to the one Robbins
designed in 1951 (shown on page 34). Despite having specialties in subject matter, Paint By Number designers
had to be skilled in all genres, to meet the constant demand of creating new and popular kits for their consumers.
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Old Mill Stream
Designed by Dan Robbins for Palmer Paint; 1951;
Kit series: Masterpiece M 301-22: #M-304;
18”W x 24”H; 35 oil colors on canvas

Dan Robbins often cites this early Paint By Number
design as being among his most favorite. The mill
seen here is his depiction of one that his mother had
described to him, where she and her childhood friends
would play.
Robbin’s mother was the first person to paint this
subject, “hanging it on the wall even before it was dry.”
— Dan Robbins; Whatever Happened to Paint-By-Numbers?;
Possum Hill Press; Delvan, Wisconsin; 1997

Rock, Surf and Sky
Designed by Dan Robbins for Palmer Paint; 1952;
rereleased on canvas board after 1954;
Kit series: Craft Master 3 Picture: #CM-13;
(1, of 3 paintings in kit) 16”W x 12”H;
27 oil colors on canvas board

Hunting Pals
Designed by Dan Robbins for Craft Master; 1958;
Kit series: New Artist 24 Wood Palette NA2441-52:
#NA-2451 (1, of 2 panels) 16”W x 12H”;
24 oil colors on canvas board
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Clipper Ship
Designed by Dan Robbins for Palmer Paint; 1952;
Kit series: Craft Master 3 Picture: #CM-21;
(1, of 3 paintings in kit) 12”W x 16”H;
27 oil colors on canvas

Love’s Tribute
Designed by Dan Robbins for Palmer Paint; 1952;
Kit series: Craft Master 3 Picture: #CM-13;
(2, of 3 paintings in kit) 12”W x 16”H &
4.5”W x 5”H; 27 oil colors on canvas

Lighthouse
Full Sail
Lighthouse designed by Dan Robbins for Craft Master;
Full Sail designed by Craft Master’s nautical specialist, Miller(?). ca. 1955;
Kit series: Paint-A-Number Canvas 531-48 (9x12): #544;
(2 panels) 10”W x 14”H; 22 oil colors on canvas board
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Clowns
Designed by Dan Robbins for Craft
House; after 1973; Kit series:
Artist Touch Two Oval Palette
12101-6: No.12102; 9”W x 12H”;
10 oil colors on canvas board

Craft Master Unidentified Designers

Clowns
Craft House; after 1973;
Kit series: 123 Acrylic 01231-6: No.01234
8”W x 10”H;
9 oil acrylic colors on canvas board

Coastal Waters, Rugged Coast, Rough Sea
Craft Master; 1969;
Kit series: Gallery III GS2451-62: #GS-2451;
(2 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
22 oil colors on canvas board
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Desert Sanctuary
Craft Master; 1960;
Kit series: New Artist 18 Wood Palette NA1801-12: #NA-1812 (2 panels) 14”W x 10H”;
18 oil colors on canvas board
Collie
Craft Master; 1979;
Kit series: Dogs
20401-4: No.20402
(1, of 4 panels)
10”W x 14H”; 18 oil
colors on canvas
board

The Ballet
Craft Master; ca. 1970;
Kit series: ‘Crylic 1600112: #16006
(1, of 2 panels)
8”W x 10H”; 9 acrylic
colors on artist board

Rest Time
Craft Master; 1971;
Kit series: Pet Set 11601-11606: #11605
12”W x 9H”; 18 oil colors on canvas board

Forest Beauties
Craft Master; 1963;
Kit series: New Artist NA901-12: #NA-902
(2 panels) 6”W x 12H”;
9 oil colors on canvas board
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Autumn Afternoon
Craft Master; 1976;
Kit series: Gallery V 124434, 6-9: #12448; 24”W x 18H”;
42 oil colors on canvas
board

Storm Warning
Craft House; 1987;
Kit series: Seascape Classics 07931-?: #07932
20”W x 16H”;
30 oil colors on canvas board

Ebb Tide
Pann Products; 1952;
Kit series: Paint-A-Number Canvas P50126 (9x12): #506; (1, of 2 paintings in kit)
9”W x 12”H;
22 oil colors on canvas
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Autumn Glade Kit Box:
Craft Master; 1965;
Kit series: Gallery 441-52:
# GS-443; 24”W x 18”H;
40 oil colors on canvas board

Box interior
Contains 40 oil colors, 3 brushes, unpainted
panel, instruction sheet and brush care label

Unpainted canvas board
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Ann Goodridge’s Collection:
Other Brands
Art Award: Brooklyn, New York & North Bergen, New Jersey

Ballet Studies
Art Award; date unknown;
Kit series: Grand Award 3Panel G 13-24: #G-21;
(1, of 3 panels) 12”W x 16”H; 24 oil colors on canvas board

Title Unknown
Art Award; date unknown;
Kit series: unknown
12”W x 16”H; 14 oil colors on canvas board
As a friend of Peggy Grant, Ann Goodridge focused
her collection of numbered paintings on Craft
Master pieces designed by the Grants and their
friend Dan Robbins. She did occasionally acquire
works by other designers and canvases printed by
other numbered painting companies.
Although some of these acquisitions were
deliberate departures from her area of focus, others
were spontaneous purchases, which she would
take to her friend Peggy for identification and
“authentication.” Non-Craft Master designs would
either be deaccessioned, or absorbed into her
collection as comparative works.

The Ballet
Art Award; date unknown;
Kit series: Silver Award Trio 413-30: #SA-424;
(1, of 3 panels) 10”W x 14”H; 14 oil colors on canvas board
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Art Award

Deer of the Forest
Art Award; 1968;
Kit series: Silver Award (1968) SA-2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15,
18-22: #SA-15; (1, of 2 panels) 14”W x 10”H; 18 oil
colors on canvas board

Wildlife and Mood
Art Award; 1956; Kit series: Gold Award State Line
301-3, 6,8,9, 313-18: #308; (1, of 2 panels) 20”W x
16”H; 30 oil colors on canvas board

Craftint: Cleveland, Ohio

Springer
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #B-2;
(1, of 3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board
Image adapted from the Paint By Number
Museum collection archive, catalog # 10B6

Pomeranian
Craftint; ca. 1957; Kit series: K-9 Animal: #K-9P;
(2 panels) 9”W x 12”H; 8 oil colors on canvas board
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Spanning the Years
Craftint; 1957;
Kit series: 400 Blue Line: #400-D;
(1, of 3 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Winter Splendor
Craftint; 1962;
Kit series: Picture-Craft 400 No401-12: #409;
(1, of 2 panels) 20”W x 16”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board

Lighthouse
Craftint; 1962;
Kit series: 600 Blue Line: #600-G;
(1, of 2 panels) 24”W x 18”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board
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Along the Road
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #B-3;
(1, of 3 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Towering Heights
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: 400 Blue Line: #400-B;
(1, of 3 panels) 16”W x 12”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Autumn Reflections
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #W-1-October Scenes;
(1, of 3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board
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Jesus’ Meditation
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #D-3;
(3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

The Good Shepherd
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #D-3;
(3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Portrait of Christ
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #D-3;
(3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board
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Oriental Shrine
Craftint; 1957;
Kit series:
King Size Deluxe KS1-8, 10, 11:
#KS-3;
(2 panels) 24”W x 18”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board

Oriental Princess
Craftint; 1957;
Kit series:
King Size Deluxe KS1-8, 10, 11:
#KS-3;
(2 panels) 18”W x 24”H;
30 oil colors on canvas board
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Red Parrot
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #C-2;
(1, of 3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Model at Pose
Craftint; 1956;
Kit series: Big 3 (12x16): #F-1;
(1, of 3 panels) 12”W x 16”H;
18 oil colors on canvas board

Testors: Rockford, Illinois

Ballet
Testors; date unknown; Kit series: Master palette 501-12 (8x10): #511;
(2 panels) 8”W x 10”H; 8 oil colors on canvas board
Although categorized as a numbered painting kit, the Testors company described their products as "Alphabetically
Keyed Oil Painting Kit(s)."
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